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A method of p~edicting the dynamic response of airplane wings
to gusts by considering only the fundamental mode of %ending is
presented.,together with the results of m~del tests made to evaluate
the method. In addition, the results of a series of oalculatlons
obtained by using the method are given to illustrate chsnges in
the dynamic response of airplane wings brought a%out by changes in
gust and airplaiieparameters. An appendix giving the detaik of the
method and the procedure for the determination of constants Is
included.

Although the test results are not suitable for predicting
dynamic-stress ratios, they serve to indicate that the method is
of sufficient accuracy to predict the ratio of maxhmun @uuni.c
wing deflection to maximum fuselage acceleration increment for
conventional airplanes. The test results also illustrate the
need for including aerodynamic damping in calculations of dynamic
respor=e of airplane wings.

The calculations made to show the effect of change of certain
gust parameters indicate that:

(1) The dynamic-stress ratio for airplane wings increases as
the gradient distance of the gust decreases.

(2) For the assumed design gust of 10-chord gradient distance,
the overstress in a single gust may ~e as much as E! percent.

(3) Althou@ the results for one type of repeated gust are
not conclusive, a reyeated gust does not seem to he more critical
than a single gust.

-%
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The calculationsmade to show the effect of’change of certain
airplane parameters indicate that for the assumed design gust
of 10-choti gradient distance:

(1) A change in fozward velocity of the airplane does not
appreciably change the dynamic-stress ratio.

(2) A reduction c>fwing frequency by a change either In weight
or h stiffness of the wing results ifian increase in the dynauic-
stress ratio.

(3) The wing-tip acceleration increment is generalJy much
greater them the fuselage acceleration increment and the ratio of
the two &n&s to increase as the speed increases.

INTRODUCTION

In the present-day de~ignof eirp@ne yings for stren@h, the
predominating loads considered are caused. by nimie~iverlngand by
gusts. For transport-t~e airplanes, for which the design maneu-
vering laads are relatively low, the design gust Iaads are fre-
quently critical, especially as the operating spwd increases.
These gust loads, for simplicity of calculation, are assumed to
be static loads applied,to a rigid airplane. Eor the ~ller
airplanes, the assumption of a rigid structure appears-to he
reasonable. With increase in size, however, airplane wings tend
to deflect more .am.d, thus, the assumption of rigitity is sub~ect
to question. Consequently, the trend toward larger and faster
airpknes necessitates the determination of methods for calcu-
lating and evahatAng the effects of dywxnic response.””

In the past a number of investigations of the dyrmmdc resyonse
of airplane win~s on encountering gusts have been conducted.
Notable among these investigationsare the ones reported in
references 1 to 4. In reference 1, under the assurqptionof no
pitching motion, K&sner sets forth the exact equations for the
loads and moments when the airplane encounters a guet.and applies
these equations to the flexural system-which is compcsed of the
wing and fuselaSe of en airplane. Since a mathematical error was
found in his simplification of these integro-differentialequations, F
the calculated results given by Kiksner are therefore considez%d
invalid. References 2 and 3 present two other sir@ifkations of
the problem, but the dynamic-stress results are difficult to 4--
dissociate from the stability reactio~ in u%fch they me contained.
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Reference 4 presents still anoikum?simplification that is based on
an infinite-mass fuselage. These reference -papersrepresent
isolated investigations of verious pwneters affecting the
dynamic response of airplanes to gusts and use a number of methods
that cannot readtly be evaluated by comparison. In addithn, the
validity of tie various investigations has never been experimentally
shown.

Upon consideration of the need for investigating the flexurel
reactions.of large airplanes in gusts and because of the omissions
in the existing literature, an investigation was undertaken with
the following purposes in mind:

(1) To evolve a relatively simple, yat sufficiently accurate
method for determining the dynsmic stress in the wings of a given
airplane due to theti-dynamic response to gusts.

(2) TO make an expertie~tal check of the method.

%
(3) To make a study of the effect of tie changes of gust end

airplane parameters on the stress due to the dynemic response of
-* airplane wings.

-—

‘l%eresults of this investigation are presented herein, together
with the analytical method, which is restricted to the fundamental
mode of bending end,includes aero@namic demping. —

SYM60LS

%e equivalent mass of wing, slugs

W?e equivalent mass of wtig-fuselage, slugs

M mass of airplane, slugs, ~%e+~e~ “
.-

%T absolute displacement of equivalent wing, feet

●

af absolute displacement of equlv.zn.entwing-fuselage, feet

* t5& wing-tip deflection increment, feet, (5YT- ~)
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maximum value of (51~- bf), feet

deflection of equivalent wing under conditions corre-
sponding to norml static design procedure, feet

equivalent wing damping coefficient, pound-seconds Fer
foot

-.

equivalent win~-fuselage damping coofflci.ent,pound-seconds
per foot

.

●

,_

damping coefficient of entire airplane, pound-seconds
per foot,

(%%
i-Xf

e)

equivalent spring constant based on wing frequency and
equivalent %ing =ss, pounds per foot

wing frequency, oycles per second

time, seconds

forcing function on

forcing function on

forcing function on

entire atrplane, pounds

equivalent wing, pol.ulds

equivalent wing-fuselage,

#

*p-

ounds

acceleration Increment normal to chord ot ting, g Units
..

acceleration increment on rigid airplazm, g Units

maximum value of acceleration increment an rigid
airylane, g units

proportion of total air load assumed to deflect equivalent
wing

weight of airplane and of equtalent %Iplane, pounds

weight of equivalent wing, younds

gust velocity, feet per second

avemge maximum gust velocity, feet–per second

_pltch-angleIncrement, degrees

.A

v
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forward veicixtty,feet.per second

differential operator

gradient distance of the first gust (fig. 2), chords

gradient distance of the second gust.(fig. 2), chords

distance %etween the end of the gradient diatenae of t~rst
gust and the %eginning of the gmadientdis-ue of
second @zst (fig. 2), chords. -.

,,

&w
—atbt=l
te-bt

—

arbitrary load-factor increment that the airplane would
e~erience if It had no vertical motion when tmversing
the gust, g units

1
at %t = 1 or at the uximum value of the function te-btT

ANALYTICALMETIIOD

Examination of the pro%lem of the dynamic reeponse of airylanes.
to gusts shows that the spanwise distribution of tie fUpoS?d loads....
varies over tide limits (reference ~) and that the structure itself
may react in a number of conibinatlonaof modes. Rather ~han,attempt
to solve the general case, consider.tion was @ven to a me;hod for
determining the origin of the principal stresses with the intention
of reducing the problem to one of reasonable dimensions. As a
result, this paper is ccncerned @th the analy~is of the fundamental
mode of bending cf the wing under symmetrical 1- which are
assumed to be

● Briefly,

Imown,
,.

Development of Method

the present method follows the steps given in
references 2“and 3-in that the airplane is repla~ed”hy a simple
equivalent aerodyrwunicand elastic system. The basic form of
forcing function to be used for the rea~ .lsecf an airplane to
known single gasts, however, have been t-electedfrom the results
of gust-tunnel tests such as those described in reference 6.
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Bfplane as e utva@nt airplane.-
—------+the 8tress caused y dynamic response
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The prohle.mof detaining
is simplified by the previous

assumption that the fundamental mode of vibration of the wing is
the most significant. As a reeult, the def3ectton of the wing tip
with respect to the fuselage may be taken as a direct measure of
the stress in the wing. The equivalent system, then, is represented
as a biplane (fig. 1) that has the motions of the rigid upper wing
and the rigid lower wing.fuselage combination adjusted to have the
same motions as the wing tip and fuselage of’the airplane under
Investigation. The equivalent biylane system must include the
proper dietrtbution of aerodynamic as wellas Inertia and elastic
forces or force coefficients. The problem is then resolved into
one @f obtaining the proper constants to be used as coefficients
in simultaneous-lineardifferential equations which reyresent the
equivalent biplane. These equations follow:

6f) =~+K(%.. _

d% (mf
%e-#+’e-ijpw- w =

These eauat$one are selved for the stress in the win~ as rewesented

Fwe(t)

Ffe(t) ‘

(1)

(2)

-..
by the ~ng deflection (~ - 5f) and for the bad I.aremeters
represented by the fuselage and wing-tip acceleration increments.
The details of the solution and the procedure for determination of
the coefficients are given in the appendix.

Since the normal gust-load design procedure assumes that the
load is applied statically and that the normal acoeleratf.onis
constant along the span of the airplane, the dynamic wing deflection
must be cempared with the statio wing deflection under the action of
the acceleration of the “rigid” airplane. Tn order that the amnparison
be valld, the rtgid-ai.rplaneacceleration ~r 5.sdetermined as ,
the response or the equivalent bipkne to the sum of the forcing
functZons Fwe(t) and Ffe(t) when the springs are replaced by
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rigid rods. The stati,cdeflectlon”b~t is then ~lcukte~ f~m
the simple formula .,. ?

.t. %(%w-wwe) ‘s K. (3

which, in accordance with normal deslw procedures considers no
aerodynamic damping of the static wing deflection. The stress
computed %y the static-load method is therefore multiplied by the
ratio 8&.#st*

Of further Interest is the fact that, since equathns 1 and 2
are linear, ratios of the maximmn flextbls-wing acceleration
increments to the corresponding maximum rlgi&airplane acceleration
increments are independent of the magnitude of the load and my he
applied directly as multiplying factors to those acceleration
increments computed in the determination of the gust load.

Required conditio~.- Zn arriving at the chamcteri~tic values
of the coefficients for the equivalent biplane, the following
conditions should be satj.sfied:

(1) The total rass of and the total load on the equivalent
biplane should%e identical with those of the original airplane.

(2) The kinetic ener~ of vi%ration of the upper wing should
closely approximate that of the Qriginal wing ‘beamfor an amplitude
of vibration of the upper wing equal to that of the tip of the
original wing.

(3) The ~tum~ f’rewf=w should be the - as that f%r the
fundamental mode of the original wing. —

(4) The upper wing should deflect under the equivalent static
load the same amount that the wingtip of the airpleae does under

..

the corresponding aer@ynamic static-load distribution.

(5) The -fw coefficient o? thq upper ting should represent,
at least to peak load, the damping of the motion of the wing.

Discussion of Terms

and
The

Equivalent masses and spring ~onstant,- The equivalent masses
Spr$ng constant are determined from GOndi.tiOnS(1) to (3).
equivalent uss of the wing ~ is generally determined

e
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first and the equivalent sprin~ constemt- K is then det~rmined
from the known or estimated wing frequency. The equivalent-
wing-fizeelagemass Mfe is then shply the total mass of the

airplane M minus we. For ~pectal cases, such as 8trut-

supported wings and arrangements other than the conventional
cantilever monoplane, considerable care is required.

Damp‘ingcoefficient.- The damping ooef~icfent is actually
the lift per unit vertical velocity for each wing section along
the s~an of the airplane ad, as such, includes the,effect of.the
vertical motfon of the airplane as a whole, as well as that-of
the vt%rato~ velocity caused by the bending action.of the wing.
Although the lift or damping force arising from the two.motions
would be subject to the effects of upsteady flow, an emalysis
and.some tests, described in the appendix, indicate that an
acceptable approxi~tion to the ~steady-lift damping losd 1s to
represenkthls load as 75 percent of the stea~y.lift damping load.
The proportion of the total damping coefficient assigiiedto the
upper wing of the equivalent biplane should chemge a~.the.a&r@.ane
traverses thq,,@st beoausa of the change ’int~ relatlve signific-
ance of the wing-deflection velocity and the vertical velocity of
the afrplane as a whole. In a given calculation, however, the
proportion used ie assumed to be determined by the relatfon
existing %etween the velocities at the time of maxiti wing
deflection. Since this relation is not known prior to the calcu-
Iatiops, an approximate criterion, descrfbed in the appendix,
was det&.’minedfor the division .ofthe total damping coefficient X
into Xwe and” Lfe.

Forchg functions.- The forcing funotion is considered to be
the time hfsto~ of the air lo@s applied to the rigid airplane
minus the damping lead due to vertical moti~. The omission of
the damping load due to vertical mottcnifrom the total air loads
is necessary because it is included in the damping te~ of “
equati~e (1) and (2), which provide for approx~tim. of both the.
vertical motion and vibrato~ damping. With this omission in mind,
the forcing function may be determined by any of semml available
methud~. One method used by Kussner (reference 2) is to set up the
basic equations in terms of gust velocity and its spanwise distri-
bution and to include these equations direct-lyas the forcing
functions in equations (1) and (2). A seoond method would be to
solve a set of equations such as”glven in reference 7, which
describe the reaction of a rlgtd airplane to a gust and,from the
resulti~ ti~ history of acceleration to detezmine-a curve
representing the forcing function F(t~. ~ order toyermit this
second form of the forcing ~ctfon to be used readily, a solutlon

.
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is ~de of equations (1) and (2) with a unit-function type of
forcing function (reference ~) for a desired reaction such as
wing deflection. The results are then combined through the use
of Duhamells integral which may be solved graphically threu@
use of the method given in reference 9.

Since for these calculations the shape of the curve repre-
senting the forcing fmctjon is the principal characteristic and
since the unsteady-lift effects and the effects caused by stability
reactions are of doubtful accuracy insofar as their predictj.or~
are concerned, It seemed desirable to nke some approximation of
the forcing function to obviate its calculation for eE.chairpleme,
This approximation was accomplished through the analysis of
accelerometer records from the tests of rigid-airplane models
traversing known gusts of the type shown in figure 2(a). The
procedure followed was to compute ”thetime hjstory of the vertical
velocity during the traverse of the guet, to determine the damping
force due to this vertical velocity, aridto add the acceleration
increment due to this d8mp@ force to the net accelerate.~ incre-
ment from passafiethrough the gust. For representative gust
shapes, from a sharp-edge gust to one rising to maximum veloclty
in 20 chords, the resulting time histories of the forcing functions
were determined and it was found that, for practical purpo~;~, all

curves could be represented %y a function of the type Ate .
When unconventional designs are considered, however, it appears
that the second method mentioned or tests of the model in the
gust tunnel should be used to determine the forcing-function type,

The specific shape of the curve representing the foreiwg
function Ate-bt for a given calculation is determined from an
approximate relationship>etween the chordwise .velooitydistri-
bution of the chosen gust and the reaction of the given airplane
to the forcfng function. The tests on rigid-airplane models aLs!o
showed that the maximum value of acceleration increment occurs
approximately at the time that the model reaches the end of the
gust gradient distance HI s As a result, the choice of the

value b in the forcing function Ate-bt to make this forcing
function represent a given gust gradient distance is merely one
of making the time history of the rigid-airplane acceleration
increment &r reach its maximum value at the same time that the
airplane reaches the end of the gust gradlen~ distance El. A

general procedure for the seleotion of values of b to represent
given gusts is outlined in the appendfx.

.
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The forcing function Fwe(t) iEIascertained by dckerminfng
.

the equivalent static load on the upper wing of the equivalent -- “- ‘--:
biplane which would yield the same deflection of the upper Yang
as the total distributed static air load ~ields for tfieoriginal
wing ti~. The forcing fumction l’f=(t) is then mewely the dif-

ference between F(t) and Fwe(t).”

EXYEHIMLNTAL INVIX5T1GA’MON

In order to obtain information on the reliability of dynamic
response calculations of the t~e considered herein and the dif-
ficulties to he expected in any actual application, US*S were
rcadein the gust tunnel of a simple @el equipped ~th se~r%id
winfls. These tests were conducted for three conditions of wing
stiffness and for three gust-g~adi.entdis~c.es to d@e~ine the
fusd.age acceleration and the corresponding wing-tip deflection
increments.

Apparatus

The model used for the tests is shown in fiWe.3* pertinent
characteristics of the model are given in table I end in figure 4*
The wing panels were rigid and connected.to the cabemg by .flexure
plates to permit freedom of motion in “bending” while offering a
maximum stiffness in torsion. Strute co~ected by universal joints
to the wing (fig. 5) vqre supportedon the inboard end.ly ceqti-
lever springs whtch.coula easily be changed to madi.fythe natural
wing frp~uea.cy. The rigid-wing condition yaa obtain~d %y attaching
the struts direct3y to tiiefuselfige. .

The model carried a miniatmk accelerometer and li@t~.at the
nose and tail and other lights were located at the wiLpg-dmut
connections to impress r~cords of the wing-tip deflection on the
accelerometer film t-hrou@ a:lens mirror system as indicated In
figure 6. A sample accelercnneterrecord is.ehown in.figure 7 where
the time historleu of wing-tip deflection are labeled A and the
acceleration time hiqto’ryis labeled B. The distance C between
the time histories results from the f’actthat the two record light
beams strike tb film $X30apart on the drum.

The gust tunnel and associated equipment have been described
in detail in reference 6. The gust types pertinent to the present
paper are shown, together with test results subsequently described,
in figures 8 to 10.
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. Tests

Teats consisted of a minimum of 10 flights for each of the
wing-frequency values, 13.5, 26.1, and infinite q-cles per second,
and related.spring constants and for each of three gust t~es. The
tests were made for one fomard velocity, gust velocity, and air-
plane weight so that the only veriables were gust type and win-g
frequency. For each flight of the model through the gust, measure-
ments weie mde of the
fuselaee acceleration,
motion.

f&ward. velocity, gust +elocitj, norral
wing-tip deflection, and the pitching

Precision

The measured,quantities
the following limits for any

Normal fuselage acceleration

are estimated to %e accurate within
flight: ..——

increment, g units. . ● . ● to .05
Wing-tip deflection, 3.nches. . ... . ; . . . . . . . . . .

●
to .01

Forwa-rdvelocityl feet per second . . . . . . . . . . . . . :1,0

Gust velocity, feet par secorid . . . . . . . . . . . . . .“ ““-tO.l
Pitch-angle increment, degrees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ .*.2- _..

. —.—

Triaddition to errors in the recorded quantities resulting from
instrument characteristics and limitations on reading accuracy,
another error which is difficult to evaluate is that of the uni-
formity of the gust shale both laterally and longitudinally. The
longitudinal variation (in the direction of’f~ight) of the gust
shapes shown in fi~res 8 to 10 would tend to modify the shape of
curve representing the forcing function from that asswaed for a

----

linear gradient. With such -radiationsexisting in the di’rectfo-ri’~
fli@t similar variations might exist across the span of tinemodel.
Inspection of more recent surveys taken 1 foot on either side of the
center line indicate that, at points in the gust, such variations
could he of the order of 12 percent of the cent6r tilue.

Results

The launching i,sintended to set the model in a
glide at constant speed without pitch, roll, or yaw.

a%eady straight
In actual

tests the fulfillment of these id~l condit~ons is almost impossible*
and therefore,all flights in which pitch, roll, or yaw were excessive
prior to entry into the gust must ye disregarded. The records from
each Satisfactoq flight were evaluated to obtain time histories
of acceleration increment, wing-tip deflection increment, and pitch
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increment during the entire traverse of the gust and to obtain the
forward speed and gust velocity for the flight. Sample the his-
tories of the acceleration increment and the wing-ti~ deflectim
increment are shown in figures 8 im.d.9 for the two wing frequencies
used, 13.5 and 26.1 cycles per second, respectively, and the time
histor~ea of accelemtion increwnt are shown in fi~re lo for
the rigid-ti.ngcondition. The results are plotted-against the
distance penetrated into the gust in chords and h&ve been corrected
to a forward speed of 61 feet per second and a gust velocity
of 6 feet per second on the assumption that the acceleration
increment and wing-tip deflection increment are directly propor-
tional to forward speed emd gust velocity for mall variations in
these quantities. Results for two flights under similar con-
ditions are shown as a sample of the data obtained for each
condition of wing stiffness and gust shaye.

In order to provide a measure of the”pitching resyonse of the
airplane model, data are presented giving the pitch-increment

9$ratio MU fi at the ins-t of =fmac~elerati~n increm~t.

Analysis of past ~st-tunnql.tests has shown that this ratio is
approxinqte.lyequal to the fraction by which the measured
acceleration increment diff~’rsfrom that predicted Ty the analysis
of reference 10, which assws that the airplane does not pitch

while traversing a gust. Average val.ues.of
-w

for each test

condition are shown in figure 11 as a function of the-distance ‘to
peak acceleration increment to indicate the dependence of’the ratio
on gust @%dient distance. Also shown is the scatter band of data
for four models (six conditions of weight and syeed) from the tests

of which the forcing function Ate-bt was derived,

Figure 12 shows the maximum values of acceleraticm and
wing-tip deflection increment~ for each wing frequency, for all
records read, as the wing-tip deflection per unit acceleration
ylotted against the gradient distence. The right sad left wiing
results have been given separately to show the degree of symmetry
of the wing-tip deflections.

CA14XlLATIONS

In the preceding sections of thjs report, a method was outlined
for calculating the dynamic reEponse of airplane wings under the
action ’ofarbitrary gusts and some simple tests of & model in the .
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gust tunnel were described.. The remaitig problems are to determine
whether, consider~.ngthe experimental data, the method yields
results of reasonable accunacy and, final@, to investi~te in a
general way some of the significant factors which tieterminethe
degree of dynauic response of airplane wi~s in turlmlent air.

—

The first problem - that of checking the accuracy of the
method.against e~erimental dnta - may be solved.simply by checking
the data obtained for the airplane model against calculations
based on the con&itions for whj.chthe tests were made. Data for ‘“
the solution of the second j’,’oblem,,however, requires calculations
for representative airplanes for which Qynamic response might he
of some concern. The airplanes selected for these calculations
were those for which some info~tion as to structure and mass
distribution was available.

Briefly, the calcul.aticnswere mwie to indicate the effects
of airplane weight, wGis@t distribution, gust size, airpln.nespeed,
and wing stj,ffnessand to jmvestigate the possi.bi~ty of further
simplification in the method of calculation.

Cakulations for Co~arison tith Experimental Results

Tn.the C@namTc-stress calculations for the test model the
‘principaldifferences from the method set forth in this payer for
the normal cantilever-wing airplane arise from the fact that the
wings of the model deflect shout the hinge as ri@dbodles. As a
result, parameters affecting angular-frequency reactions pre-
dominate. In other words, the actual spring constant of the model
is in units of torque per de~ee of deflection and the reactions
of the wfng QISO depend on the moment of inertia of the ting panels
about tho hinge point. The moment of inertia of the wing panels,
therefore, was determined experimentally and the equivalent wing
mass for the calculations w&s that mass which, if placed at the
model wing tip, would he.vethe same moment of inertia about the
hinge points as the wing panels. Since the ting frequencies for
the two model conditions were known, the equivalent linear spring
constemts were then determined.

Ihmther differences froznthe norml cantilever-wing case arise
when consideratim is given to the divlsia of the air and damping
loads applied to the model into the corresponding loads for the
equivalent biplane, The division of the damping coefficient in
the sharp-edge gust and in the gust with 10-chord gr@.ent distice
can be shown to be approximately 0.50 and 0.50 for the equivalent
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wing and wing-fuselage, reflectively, whereas for gradient Usaces
greater than 10 chords the division approxinmtes that for the air
load, nexaely,0.3? and 0.63 for the wing and wing-fueelage.

The equivalent constants, together with the values such as
teet forward velocity and the gradient distances of the test

r

sts, are included in table I. The actual gust profiles

UD%V ylotted against horizontal distance f%om edge of gust
\

)tunnel are given in ~i~e~ 8 to 10. Xn the case ot..theeharp-

edge gust, the value of %, chosen for the forcing $?unction Ate-bt,
was determined from the average of values of the ~i.merequired to
obtain peak acceleration of the model in the rigid-wing condition
on entering this type of gust and corresponds to 4.6 chords of
travel into the gust since, in this yrohlem, the lag in development
of lift of a wing entering such a gust has-the effect of ,agust
with short gradient distance. —

Calculations for the model with an arbitrary inq?ressedload
corresponding to a ~ of Qg- w-~r~then made to @temnhe time

histories of wing-tip acceleration increme@, fuselage acceleration
increment, and wing-tip deflection incrernsntfor the’conditions
given in ta%le X. The shpes of the calculated time-history curves
of fuselage agcelgration increment were comya?’ed@tll the experi-
mental curves for each flight by ad~ustd.n~the =ximum @.lcul-ated
value to agree with the meximum experimental value. By using as
the adjusting factor the ratio of maximum calculated to experl-.
mental values of fuselafleacceleration increment for,each flight,
the calculated time histories of wing-ti~ deflection..increment
were then compared with the experlmenta.1tim histories. S~le
comparisons are given in figures 13 to 15,, Included in figures 13
and 14 is a line representing the calculated .yalueof the.static
deflection bst for each condition shown. The calculated wing-tiy

deflection per g of fuselage acceleration increment.for each
condition is compared with the test results In figure 1.2.

Additional calculations.for the two flexl’bleconditions of the
model were made under the e~sumption of no vi%ratoxg damping. The
method used for these calculations was obtained by eliminating the
damping terms from the left-hand sides of equations.(1) and (2) and
by using net forcing functions whioh included the demyhg of the
vertical motion of the airplane as a whole~ The results of these
calculations are also presented in figure 12 as the wing-tiy
deflection per g of acceleration increment.

.

a

.
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Calculations for Effect of Change of Certain

Parameters on Dynamic Response

The airplanes chosen for the calculations are designated
models A, B, C, and D: model A is a scaled-uy version of the test
model which -y be considered to repl*esenta four-en~ine landplane,
models B aiiflC are four-engine landplanes, and model D is a large
bimotored flyi~boat. Some of the data for models C andD have
been preeented previously in reference llbut have lieenincluded
herein for purposen of further analysis.

The changes in ni~lene constents chosen for consideration were
those resulting f~orathe effects of varying the wing stiffness, of
arbitmrily omitting all vibrato~ damping and fuselage damping
alone, end.of ve,r@mg the flight conflictionsof forwemi velocity and
weight. The conditions end basic constants for the calculations
are included in tables II and.III.

General conditions.- The chordwlse velocity distribution of a—— — ——- -
single gust was assuned to he of the type shown in figure 2(a).
In almost all.ce.sesthe calculations were made for three g&t
shapes, O-, 10-, and dbout PO-chord gradient distance, althou@
flight e~erience has shown that, for all sizes of modern airplanes,
the most probable severe gust has a gradient distemce of’10 chords.
In all cases the forcing function representing the gust %as of the

form Ate-ht.

Calculations of the effect of repeated gusts were mde for
dietrlbutions of the tyye shown in figure 2(c) %y the method of
superposition indicated in reference 8, yages h2-4~ana illustrated
In figure 2. The values of HI and ~ were those chosen for the

calculations for single gusts and the value of H
3

was determined

to produce the greatest wing-tip deflection for the com%inatlon of
gusts. —— —c .

;;e reeults of the cal;~~~fons for each airpl&e are pres-ented
In the form of three ratios plotted against the gradient distance of
the gust for which the calculations were made (fig. 16). The
maximum acceleration increments of the fuselage and of.the wing tip
of the airpiane in the YlexY.blecondition are given as ratfos to
the corresponding maximum acceleration increments when the airplane

—,

Is considered as a rigid hody and are celled the fuselage acceleration
ratio and the wing-tip acceleration ratio. The wing-tip deflection
ratio or the dynamic-stress ratio bdB-/~st is the ratio of the

~XiMUIU dynamic wing-tip deflection bd=x to the static wing-tip
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deflection 5~t which would ‘bedetermined under static loading
condition= or as defined prt.’iouslyin equation (3). The individual
calculations are outlined in the following sections:

Model A.- ModelA is the scaled-up version of the gust-tunnel
~h~two conditions for calculation (ta%les II and III)mode1.

differ in the same way as the two conditions for the gust-tunnel
model; that is, the wing frequency for condition 1 Is approximately
half that of condition 2. The results of the calculation In ratio
form are given in figure16(a) and 16(b) and a comparison of the
dynamic-stress ratios for the two conditions are shown plotted
against gradient distance in figure 17. _

Model B.- The calculations for model~ were made primarily to
investigate the effect of simplifying the calculations %y elimi-
nating the fuselage damping term from equation (2) while keeping
al-l.other constants identical. The results of the calculations
for eaoh condition are given in figure 16(c) and 16(d) a,nda com-
parison of the -c-stress ratios for the two conditions is
given in figure 18. “ .:

Model C.- Model C is a modern, large, and fast landplane.——.
Calculations were made for a rage of gust gradient distances for
the airplane flying at its cruising speed of 260 miles per hour
and the results in ratio form are given in figure 16(e). Addi-
tional calculations were made for assumed speeds of 200, 300,
and ~tOOmiles per hour for the standard gust with gradient distance
of 10 chords In order to detemine the effect of forward velocity
on the various ratios. The ratios determined, together with those
for the gust with gradient distance of 10 chords at 260 miles yer
hour, are shown plotted aga .usrtforward velocity in figure 19.
The calculations for the three gre.dientdis@ces at 260 miles yer
hour are used su%seqiientlyIn o%taining the response to repeated
gusts.

Model D.- The calculations for modelD were made to show the
effect on the ratios of a change in weight of the airplane such as
to change the frequency of the fundamental mode of vibration of
the wing beam. The two conditions sho~rn in tahlea II and III for
this airplane represent the normal gross weight and the_overload
gross weight. Note that the forward velocities for the two con-
Mtions are different. The results of the calculations are given
in figure 16(f) and 16(g). A co~ayison of the dynamic-stress
ratios for the two conditions is given in figure 20. As in the
case of model C, these calculations were also used for the deter-
mination of the response to repeated gusts.

●

✍✍
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Repeated gusts.- The %asic curves chosen for the extension of
the calcu~t~t~ determine the response to two successive gusts
were the time histories of the reactions of model C, confiition1,
and model D, condi~ions 1 and 2, (figs. 21 to 23). Sample tfme-
history curves for a repeated guet, courposedof two equal and
opposite gusts of gradient distance of 10 chords arranged relative
to one another to give EXLximumnegative wing deflection, are given
in figures 24 to 26.

Since the interest is primarily in dynamic stress rather than
in accelerations, the calculated basic curve& were superimposed to
determine the m-immm overstress from the combination O* tile
reactions to two gusts. The maximum values of dynamic-stress ratio
occurred when the repeat gust was negative with resPect to the

.-

first gust and the s.equenc~porlo”dor distance H3 (see fig. 2)

had a pronounced effect on the result. The maximum value of ~

occurring in the whole sequence was used to determine the static
wing-tip deflection. Table IV.presents selected cases which were
the most serious ofa number of combinations examined. In this
table, the results refer to :aepeatgusts having the same velocities
as the initial gusts.

DISCUSSION

E~erimental Results and Associated Calculations

Emerimental results.- It was intended to determine the
dynti~tress ratios 5~=/5~t directly from the test ~esults of

the two flexille and one rigid condition of the model. Examination
of the test data showed, however, that the scatter of the data
within an individual test condition precluded such a procedure..
As a result, the relative magnitudes of the wing-tip deflection in
the flexible condition were used for comparison with calculations
and these magnitudes were determined as the rat~.oof the =XilllWl
wing-tip deflection to the mxi~ fuselage acceleration for a
given flight of the model.

As previously pointed out, the experimental data were corrected
for variation in forward velocity and gust velocity and, therefore,
the results for a given gust shape and model condition thqor@$@2y
should he equal. Examination of figures 8and 9 shows, however,
that this equality does not exist and that the scatter, say, in the
left wing-tip deflections may %e as great as 17 percent in even the=
selected cases. In addition, the maximum values of acceleration

—
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increment for the rigid condf.tion,from which the static wfng-tip
deflection b~t would be d~.bermined,had large scatter. Since the
overstress or understress in these casea would probally not exceed
20 percent, the experimental data is not eufficlent~ consistent
to predict the dynamic-stress ratios bd,Mx/~et.

Although the experimental data as a whole does not a~pear to
be sufficiently accu~te to be used as a.check of the prediction
of the dynamic-stressand acceleration ratios by the analytical
method, the data in the form given in figure 12 aypears to be
sufficiently consistent to check the “orderof magnitude of the
predicted wing-tip deflection. Thts experimental data i.nfigure 12
Is presented as the ratio of maximum wing-tip deflection to maximum
measured acceleration increment as a function oy-the gradient
distance of the imposed ~st. The data for tha right wing appeararl
to ‘beless accurate than that for.the left wing; probably because
of local buckling of the right-wtng hinge, The test data for the
left wing then appears to be sufficiently consistent for use as a
check of the order of magnitude of the predicted wing deflections.

~~arison of calculated results with experimental rogults.-—..—— —————
The calculated results for the test model, represented by solid
lines, are compared with the experimental results in figure 12.
The comparison Indicates that, for the consistent experimental
data for the left wing, experiment and calculation are In good
agreement as to the magnitude of the deflections.

Although figure 3.2shows that the results for the left wfng
in the model condition of f = ~6.1 cycles per seccmd for the
longest gradient distance d-:fer%y a%out 15 percent, this apparent
disagreement is minimized by oonsiderat~on of the precision of
measurement of the experimental data, Examination of figure 14(c)
shows that the recorded wing-tfp deflection was only of the order
of 0.07 inches. Since the precision of measurement is ZO.01 inch,
the agreement %etween calculated and experimcmtal results for this
test conditfon may be within 5 percent. In general, the average
of the experimental data for the left wing, with op&hmnn inter-
pretation of the precision, is less than 5 percent from the
calculated valuea.

Examination of the time histories on figures 13(a) and 24(a)
shows that the actual oscillations of the wing, subsequent to yeak
wing-ti.ydeflection, are not checked hy the calculated results.
This difference is caused by the necessity of choosing a constant
division of damping coefficient in the equivalent system to repre-
sent a given gust condition, The method of application and the

—
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amount of vibratory damping, however, appears satisfactory when
compared in figure 12 with the results obtained when all vibratory
damping is omitted from the calculations.

The results of the comparison of experimental and calculated
data for the flexible wing model then indicate that the metlod of
calculation is adequate for prediction of the ratio of maxinwrn
-.c tine-tip deflections to maximum fusehge acceleration on
encountering certain single gust shapes,

limitations of Calculations

Limitations shownby model tests.- The applicabi~ty of the

forcing function Ate-bt is best shown%y the comparisons of the
calculated and experimental time histories of acceleration incre-
ment for the model in the ri@& condition (fig, 15), Since-the
comparisons shown were made by adjusting the calculated curves so”
that the maximum values of acceleration increment agreed with the
experimental results, a~v discussion must he bassd on the shapes
of the curves alone. It is thought that the greatest part of the
discrepancies %etween the curves in figure 15 ~ be ascribed to
the effects of pitching motion. The form of the forcing fqnction
for each gust gradient is intended to includethe amount of

pitching motion indicated by the band of data of A9/57.? shown in

figure 11. The w ratios for the rfgid-ting condition of the

model do not all fall within this band of data. The directfon in
which these ratfos differ would tend to e~lain the difference
between the experimental and calculated curves of figure 15, exceyt
for the long gradi~nt-distance case (fig. 15(c)) where the experi-
mental and calculated cm’ves appear to a~~ee perfectly, although
the ~/57&

U= ratio for this case is the furthest from that expected

(fig. 11).
-.

If, however, ‘*he ixtp~rfmen+alvalues of acceleration
increments were raisbd to consider the pitch correction and the
calculated values were increased in proportion to the new maximum
acceleration increment, the two curves would again closely coincfde.
It would appear then &hat the forcing function in the form

of Ate-bt is adequate for calculation purposes; however, u.re
should be exercised in its application to te sure that in a gust
the stability of the atrplane intended for calculation approximates
that indicated %y the band of data In figure Il. If not, recourse
should be ~de to alternative methods of calculation-mentioned
previously.
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The conqxirisonin

flexible conditions of

Ae/57sJ.
‘fwre11‘f‘he”m/v

the t-.stmodel with those

ratios for the

for the rigid
conditions indicates that the aseunption of the same yitching
stability for both rigid and flexible conditions is in error. It
appears therefore that an investigation shoiuldbe ms.deto deter-
mine the importance of the effect of wing flexihflity on the
stability of an airplane in a gust.

Whereas the effect of a constant division of da?ipingcoeffi-
cient appears to be negl.igib~ when the yz*eaentmethod is used
to predict the maximum resFonses to single gusts, the obvious
overdarapingof the vibratory wing motion subsequent to maximum
wing-tip deflection might well lead to an error, if the results
for single gusts were superimpc.sed’inorder to obtaiQ results for

.

.

a
succession of-gusts. Ccmsid~rable care.shou.ld.be exercised, there-
fore, when interpreting results for re_p&a.t””gu@stha~,are deter-
mined from single-gust Yesulte based on the calculation method of
this paper.

In general, the limitations of the method of calculation
brought out ty compa~ison with results ofmodel tests .are though%
notto affect seriously the results calculated for the response to
single gusts. A certain amowat of dispersion fronthe pitching

‘lt does not appearstability assumed %y the forcing function Ate
to affect Seriously the results when presmrted in ratio form. It
is apparent that, when the results for single gusts are super-
imposed to obtain results for successive gusts, the calculations
for the single gusts must ?)em&de with greater attention to factors
such as the shape of the forc~ng function aridthe effect of the
asmition of a constant div:.sionof dampin~ load.

Other Iimttatl.ons.-Other limitation.~of the metho~ of calcu----- ——
lation are apya~e~t—ti-the asmmrptions that only the f%ndanentil
mode of wing bending is excited and that the gust is .unifcrmalong
the span of the airplane, When the actual spanwise distributions
of gust velocity shown in reference’5 are constde~d, it i.s apparent
that the response in modes other than the fundamental mole of
bending and tineeffect of roll end yaw of the airplane should be
Investigated. —

Although, for further siinplification,wing torsion was .
neglected in the preeent analysis, twimting o~-the ti-ngunder
dynamic conditions in..conbinationwith wing %endlng may readily
have an adverse effect on the loads for which an airpkne must be
designed,

.
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The method of a@ysis presented in this paper sheukl either
be extended or replacedby another methodso that wing torsion,
other modes of bending, and the effects of unsyirmetricalgusts
are considered.

Results Calculated for Effect of

Certain Parameters

Change of

General resnlts.- The results of the calculations aiven in
figur~ 16 for a~l-=e airplanes chosen show that th6 dy&mic-stress
ratio in all cases increases from an understress for a gust of long
gradient distance to mode=te or hi@ overstress for a gust of
short gradient distance. The general shape of the.curves seems to
indicate that even higher overstkess would occur in shaqer gusts
than those gusts examined. The-1ag In the d.evelopmcntof lift in
the $usts of short gradient distance would pr6ctude, however, such a
result, since even for en 1.nf5.nitelysha~ gust, the forcing function
would be similar to that for a gust’with a gradient distance of a%out
4 chords. Note that, although the dynamic-stress ratios appear to
approach zero as the gradient distance of the gust increases, this
condition is not the actual case but results from the fact that,
when the calculations were =de, accodnt was not taken, in the
division of the dempim~ coef~icient, of the changing relative
significance of the vi”mation and of the over-all vertical velocities
of the wing. If tilecorrect division had been &ik”f6i the gusts
with a gradient distance of 20 chords, the dynamic-stress ratio
would tend to approach 1.0 for most of the cases shown in figure 26.

The results of the calculations shown in f!gu-re16 for models A,
C, andD show that, at the desi~ gust of gradient dlstemce of
10 chords, which is assumed for most convezr~ionalairylsnes, the “-
dynamic-stress ratio varies from about 8-percent understress.to .
about 1..2-percentoverstress, Although at this time -adesigner
cannot take advantage of small amounts of understress,when over-

.—

stress is indicated by the calculations, it is though-tthat this
[:indication should be considered in the design of the airplane.

Although, for the airplanes considered, the fuselage acceleration
ratiodoes not appear to vary much from a wilxe of 1, the wing-ttp
acceleration ratio at IO chords is as high as 2.7 in one caee and
greater than 1.6 in most of the cases. !l%isvariation indicates
that the wing-tip acceleration ratio should be examined when con-
centrated masses oi* wing components near the wing tip are considered
in a design.

-.—
---—
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Effect of a change of wing freque~cy caused by a chang——...———— e in w%
stiffness,- The calculationsmade for the.gust-tunnel tests discussed—— .
previously show the effect on the dynamic-stress ratios of a change
of stiffness of a wing such as to hal’veapproximately the frequency
of vibration of the wing. Examination of figure 17, which gives a
comparison of the dynamic-strees ratios for the two conditions,
shows that at present nothing can he concluded from the results
because, although the ratio for the higher wing-frequency case is
the higher in the shortest iradient gust, the ratio ‘becomeslower
than the low-frequency case as the gradiat ~ncreases. At the
critical gradient distance of 10 chords, the high-frequency case
shows, however, a l“ed~ctionin dynamic-stress ratio of 14 percent
below the low-frequency case. Further analysis of this particular
question is ther~fore needed before the conclusion can be reached
that a reduction of wing frequency in this manner tends to increase
the dynamic-stress ratio at the critical gradient distance.

~ffect of simplification%~omitting p--—. ——. arts of the dampinq.-
The comparison of the dynamic-stress ratios for the two calcu-
lation conditions formodel B (fig. 18) and the effect (fig. w)

.-.

of eliminating vibratory demping from the calculations serve to 9
Illustrate that simplification of the method by omitting parts of

..—

the damping does not appear feasible. — —

Effect of a chue in forward velocity of an airplane.- The---—,.
results given in ~i~;-~g~liustrate the .ch&~e~~hout in
the three ratios ly increasing the forward.velocity of-model C
from 200 to 400 miles per hour. The increase of velocity together
with the corresponding increase in the rate of application of the
gust load would appear to result in an increase in the dynamic-
stress ratio. Tigure 19,4however$ shows that the ratio does not-
vary much as the speed increases and this lack of variation is
thought to he caused partly by the fact tkat the aerodynamic
dampin~ increases directly as the speed and tends to offset the
expected increase fn @mmic stress. While the resiiltsfor the
fuselage acceleration ratto show a similar trend, the wing-tip
acceleration ratio increases from about 1.8 to 2.5 as the speed
is doubled, which further .zphasizesthe recommendation thatthe
wing-tip acceleration ratio be considered when concentrated masses
or wing components near the wing tip are considered.in a design.

Effect of a change of wing frequency caiised‘bya change In
ylhe ~~ic~~~f,o~~ for model D--wm ~deflip~~fit condition.- 1.—.—.— ——.- ——

to show the effect on the dynemic-stress ratios of a chemge in
fllp~t conditim from nomal ~oss weight to overload gross weight.
Table II shows that the forward velocity is different in the two
cases, but consideration of the foregoing discussion may $ustlfy

.

.

.
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the assumption that
given in figure 20,

this factor is negligible. The result’sare
with dyaamtc-stress ratio plotted as a function

of the gradient di8tance of the gust. A reduction in wing frequency
brought al)outhy the addition of mms is shown to result in an
increase in the dynamic-stress ratio. l?urtheranalysis and calcu-
lations appear to be needed, but a tentative conclusion is made
that for a conventional airplane a reduction in wing frequency
caused by the ad.diti.onof mass results in an increase in the
dynamic-8tress ratio.

Effect of r~peated gusts ~n the dynamic-st~ess ratios.- The
results of calculations for models C and 1)were pr%-previousl.y
In reference 11, end the values Of table ~ are taken from ab~ ~
of that paper and show the most serious values of overatress for
two gusts from a combination of the calculations for a single gust.
Table IV shows that no def<nite correlation exists between the effect
of gradient distance of the first and second gusts and the distance
between them H3. This lack of correlation results from the
influence of certain other factors, such as the relation between
the time to peak accelemtion and the period of wtig vibration,
which complicate the problam when the reactions to one gust are
superposed on the reactions’to another g~st.

Examination of the values in table IV shows that su%stantfal
overstress exists for all the combinations of gusts presented and
that the addition of a short”grtilent gugt produces the largest-
value of overstrsss. As indicated previously, however, the gust
velocit~ measured by an airplane tends to decrease fro?n a maximum
for a gmadient dletance of 10 chords as the gradfent distance is
decreased. As a result, the values of dynamio stress to be con-
sidered are those ‘(frxlicatedtiythe footnote In ta%le TV) that
represent the .co-ubinationof the reactionc to gusts having a
gradient dis%nce of 10 chord~. Befo~e er.estfi~.tecan be made
as to whethsr the o~erstress shown for the airplanes in question
is serious$ it is necessary to consider the ccmiitions upon which
the values in table IV were calc~ted and the effect of the
intensity and size of gusts and their spatial distribution in the
atmosphere.

The results shown in table IV were %ased slmp~v on the premise
that the quantity of interest was the ratio of maximum stress
obtained un~er dynamic conditions to the ~xhum stress that would
be computed under static condition without regard to velocity or
spacing of such pairs of @:..”>sin the atmosphere. Examination of
the time histories of reactions given in fig~res 24 to 26 indi~~tes
that for each case shown the dynamic.stress ratio given in table ~
is the ratio of the maximum dynamic deflection in the second gust
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to the static deflection b~t.-computed from the maxdmum value
of + in the second gust. As polnte~ out in reference 11,

however, when destgn conditions are considered, the r~t~o to use
is that of the maximum dynsd.c deflection of the whole sequence
to the deflection co?nyut.edfrom the datic load.in the first gust
%ecause, if the–two gusts were each of design velocity, the
design static load would be attained on passage through the first
gust, The values determined on this basis for the succession of
two gusts of 10-chord gradient distance Indicated in the table
would then le as follows:

Model Condition 5d/’5at

c “1 1.62 ‘=
D 1 1.58
D 2 1..64

An analysis given in reference 11, however, based on frequency ,

data of single gusts, indicated that the gust.velocities of two
repeated gusts would range from 0.61 to 0,75 the velocity of the
single design gust so.that, multiplied by these ratios, the
dynauxLc-stressratios given would be reduced to an average
of 1.10 times the design stress.

A recent statistical ana~vsis of the characteristics of
repeated gusts in turbulent air (referenoe K’) provides more
concrete data, however, than the analysis used In reference 11.
Two concl.uefonsfrom reference W state that sets of two repeated
gusts with average a%solute effective gust velocities of 25 feet
per.eecmd apparently are encountered in turbulent air as often
as single gusts ,Qfintensity greater than 30 feet yer second, and
that the over-all averaqe spac~ng b~twe~. two repeated gusts Is
about 25 chords. Note that spacing as defined In the reference
paper is the distance between accekration peaks and in the
terminology of this paper would correspond to the sum ~ + H3.

Table IV shows that the sums of H2 + H3 in the cases

indicated my the footnote do not approximate 25 chords; therefore,
a new superposition.of the responses to single gusts of 10 chords
was na&e so that the spacinflwould be 25 chords. The dynemic-
stress ratios for the thre~ cases were then determined as the
ratios of the maximum dynamic deflection tn the sequence to the
deflection compute,dfrom the static load imposed by the first gust
and the results were”reduced by the ratio of the average gust

.
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velocity for two re~ea.t.e~gusts *O the design velocity for a Single
@st which iS 25/30. The results determined on this %asis are
compared with the results for the sin@e gusts of 10 choriisin the
following table:

-.—

.—

Design Design
Model Condition repeated gusts single

T

Stu
5~=/6s~ %zax 5’t

.-.
c 0.96 1,07’
D :

1

1.08 0.92
D 2 1.10 1.09

[

The variation in the results indicates that the d~mic-stress
ratios for a design repeat gust should be investigated. The
results also indicate, however, that these dynamic-stress ratios
are not likely to be much greater than those which would be
determined for a design single gust.

CONCLUSIONS

Analytical Method and E~erfmental Work

It appears from consideration of the comparison of’the experi-
mental work and associated calculations that:

1. The analytical method e,spresented in this paper is of
sufficient accuracy to predict the ratio of the maximum dynamic
wing-tip deflection increment to the maximum fuselage acceleration
Increment for a conventional airplane.

Simplification of the method %y otitting parts of the
does not appear feesible.

Calculations

The aralysis of the results of the calculations for the effect
of change of certain gust and a&plane parameters indicates:

1. The dynamic-stress ratio for airplane wings from encountering -
gusts increases as gradient distance decreases,
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of
aa

2. For the amumed deei~ gust with
10 chords, the overstress in a single
12 percent.

3. Although the results for the two

the gradient distance
&ust nay be as much

airplanes each of whfch
encountered one type of repeated ~st were no% conszd.eredcon-
clusive, a repeated gust does Dot eeem to...%emore cdtlcal than a
single gust? -

h. For the assumed design gust of 10:chord gradient distance,
the wing-tip acceleration increment is general~y much greater than
the fuselage acceleration increment and.should be taken into
account when designing for concentrated masses or wblg components
near the wing tip.

5. For the asswnefidesign gust of 10-chord gradient dfstance
the dynamic-stress ratio does not change appreciably with change
in forward velocity of :he Tirplane,bat an increase in ~peed is
accompanied by an increase m the wing-tip acceleration ratio.

6, A reduction in ting frequency either%y a chenge in stiff-
ness or by a change tn wei@t Increases the dynamic-stress ratio
at tineassumed desi~ gust of 10-chord gradient distance.

.

.

n

.
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DETAILS OF METHOD AI?DI’ROCEDURJIFOR

DR?ERMINATION OF CONSTANTS

Certain assmptic’ns were made to simplify the
determinhg the ?qna.c response of airplane wixwp
gusts. These assumptions are:

problem of
on encountering

(1) me @?oeed. &t loads sre symmetrical about the center
line of the airplsne and tlmir characte~fstics in the line of
flight are Jmown.

of
is

--.——

(2) The tmposerl~uet loads exci.-teonly the fundmnental mode
bendi~ of the wil~ with the result that tie stress +inthe wing
proportional.to the deflection of the wing ti~.

(s) The forward ‘relocityof the airplane is constant during
gzmsage throu@t the gust.

Together wtth these assumptions, an airplane is reduced %0
the equivehnt biplene shown in figure 1. The equationa OS
motion of the two yerts of the equivalent biplane are reduced to
linear equations with constant coefficients. The solution of the
equations and the method of deterdna’tion of coefficients follow.

Solutions of Equations

Genqral equations.-The equaticms for which the solutions
follow contzin the type of fcr@ng function used for calculations
in this paper.

(A2]

. .

(Al)



Since equations (Al) and (A2) are simultaneous linear
differentfal equations, equation (A2) may be solved for 8W and .

the result substituted for ISw in equation (Al). This yrocess
leads to the following:

where

Kffwe + Mfe)+ ~we~fe
a2=

%eMfe

(A3)

{Ah)

(A4b) *

.

(A4c)

(A5b)

.

.
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Equatton (A3) may be recognized as a linear differential
equation tith conetent coeff~.cientswhich ms~ be solved by methods

.M

commonly used for solvfng differential equatio.w, Solutian
for 5f is

15f= cle‘R1t(COEIR~t) + c2e“*lt (sin ~t) + ~3e-R3t

(A6)

where R1 and R2 are the real and imaginary parts of the complex

roots I?l~ R2~~ and R is the real root of the”cubic equation

derivwi from equatiL~ @3?j a~s c~, a39 and c are consta.ntaof
4

Integration; an& in the @rticular integral of +Le f301ution:

Ge = 4%3 - 3a1b2 + 2a2% - a (An)c 3

In the case where G1 = O a epecial solution of the equation
would Ye required, but thts solution can 30 obviated by chooeing a
slightly different value for b.

Equation (A2) is solved for the deflection of the equivalent
wing with respect to the equi~alcnt wing-fuselage (5W - 5f) and

for the space position
equations follow:

of the equivalent wing 5W. The

--bt
‘fe d28f “Xfe dbf Afete
— —-
K ~t2 ‘—-—‘Kdt K

~ = %re&Q&f+ ~~ d-i-i Afete--bt
—. —

v ——+5f-”—
K dt2 K

resulting

(A8)

..—

(A9)
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The vertical
of the equivalent
of equations (A6)
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velocities of the equivalent wing-fuselage and
wing are detemined from the first derivatives
and (A9), respectively, and tinenorml accelera-

.

—

tion; are det&mined from the second derivatives-

In order to perform an arithmetical solution.~or a particular
airplane, it has ‘beenfound advisable to insert the pertinent
numerical constants for the airplane in equation (A3) and solve.
Zn addition, experience has shown It necessary to carrg eight to
ten significant figure~ throughout the solution so-that the
results are useful because, at different stages in the evaluation,
small differences of large quantities are obtained.—

Rigid-wing acceleration increment.- The normal gust-load
design procedu~e ass .isapplied >-titicallvmd
that the normal acceleration is constant along”%he syan-of the
airplane. The difference ~etween this agsumption_gnd the actual
case is shown hy ratios of the accelerations detemined under
dynamic conditions to the’accelerations that would he determined
if the airplane were Itigid. In order that the cqparison bevaudz
the rigid airplane acceleration increment &r is determined as .

the response of the equiva..?ntbiplane to the over-all forcing
function an the airplane when the springs are replacedby rigid
rods. With this restriction equations (Al) and (A2) may be
com%ined to ‘become

where

and

{A1O)

-.

—

●

✎
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When the Integral in equatton (A1O)
entiabion, the equation %ecomes a linear

31

fs removed ‘bydi:fer-
differentlal equation

with cons~ant coefficfenta whtch may be solved in the s&ne manner
as equation (A3). The complete solution is:

&-tic deflection and dynamic-stress ratio.- The static—— . —.——
deflection used in the dynamic.stress r~~t~reyrbsent the
static stress in the wing 3,sconsitieredas the deflection of the
upper wing of the equivalent liplane under the conditions of the
no-l static design procedure. The static deflection is then
computed as follows:

.

(@nr=x LiW -’wWe)
5
at = ‘——-

———
K

(A12)

The ratio of the maxim value of @namic wing.tfp
deflection 5 as determined by equation (A8), to the statfc

‘%aX’
deflection bst is called the dynamic-stress ratio s~mce the
stress, determined under static conditions, is zultfplled by this
ratio’to take into account dynamic conditions.

Determlhatdon OS Constants for the Eqwtions

Remzfred conditions.- In determining the values of the coef:———.
ficients for the equivalent bipkne, the following cond.ftions
should be satisfied:

(1) The total zass and the total load on the equivalent bi@ane
shoul~ be identfi.calwith those of the ortginal airplane.

(2) The kinetic ener~ of vibration of the uyper wing should
closely a.pproxi~te that of the origir~l wing %eam for an amplitude
of vibration of the upper wing equal to that of the tip of the
original wing.

(3) The natural frequency should be the same as that for the
fundamental mode of the original wing.
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(4) The up_perwfng should defIect under the equivalent statfc
load the same amount that the w?~g tip of the airplane does under
the corresponding aerodynamic static-load distribution.

(5) The damping coefficiest of the upyer wing should represent,
at least to peak load, the damping of the motion of the wing.

Equivalent msses ~e and ~e,- The equlvalmt mass Kre

is obtained from an approximate r~rement that the kinetic energy
of vibration of the original wing beam is reproduced by the upper
wing of the equivalent biplane. The,equivalent mass of the
fuselage Mfe is taken equal to the total mass of the airplane

In the absence of more definite information the combined
effeot of concentrated masses and nonuniform wing stwcture fs
assumed to be such that the equivalent wing mass may tiedetermined
from the following relation which represents an approximation to
that which would be derived for a uniform cantilever beam. Thus,

(see fig, 1) where = is the distance from wing root to tip and x
is the distance to the individual mass zS$[,For special cases, such
es strut-suyportedwfngs end arrangements other than the conventional
cantilever monoplane, other suitable approxi~tions cm be devised.
If the wing were.a unifomn cantllevsr bmm, ~ vould le approxi-

,a
mately 24 percent-of the.masa of the ti.ng(refe~ence-13,PP. 83-89).

Equivalent spring constant K.- The equivalent spring constant-.—. . .
defines the springs in the equiv~ent %ipl.anewh~ch allow approxi-
mately the same fvequoncy as the cantilever wing of the orftinal
airplane. The value of K

the lmown or estimated wing

may be approximated-%y using M;e and

frequency in the relation:

- 1=

.

.“

a.

!f=-+—— -“
2fi &;e
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Air loads or forcing WJlctjone,- As in the case of the ~s~ of.
the a~h!~,~h=ti~a~r~m~~st be divided into the com~or.ents
affecting the motions of the fuselage and wing tip of tineotighal
airplane. If the-deflection of the wing tlp under a given static
air load is known, the transfer to the equivalent liplane Is
ac~o~~ighefl hy me~~e~ ~ete~~nj,ng the lc~d apy~fiedto the equivalent
spring w-hfchgives that same d.eflecti.onto the upper wing of the
equivalent biplane. The re~~n~er of the ~~d is then a~plied.t6
the lower win@uselage combination. Any air load of the same type
as this static air load.qy he divided into the mm proportion and
applied to the equivalent systsm to give tilesame deflections and
reactions as the loa~ causes on the orighal”atrplane.

-.
..——

Data on deflection, however, is often not available. Recourse
?Iaythen Ye mde to seveyal methods of determining the divi=ion of
loads. One simple approximation is -toassume tkat the w@3 of the
airplane is a uniformly stii’fcantilever from root to tip. Then,
if the beam is considered to be weightless, the equation for the
deflection of the tip of tinelearnunder a Concentrated loa~ placed
at the tip is compared with the equations of.~eflectton for two types
of loadin~ distribute@.alonG the beam es follows: a uniform bad
along the beam ail a ioa.duniformly ta~aring from a maximum at the
root to zero at the tip. The d~fferences in the three equations
are in the numerical “efficiency” factors which are one-third for
the concentrated load, one-eighth for the uniform had, antione-
fifteentlnfor the tapered load, A conc%itratmi bad at the tip
of a cantilever %eam that will give the sane ddlection as a uni-
form load is then one-eighth d~vided%y one-thfrd or th~ee-eighths
of the uniform load.,and tl equivalent concentrated load to replace
the tape~’edload is three-fifteenths of the tapered load. The eetl.-
mte of the shape of the span lciadingof a given airplane pro%e.bly
fa-ilsso=where %etween that of a uniform lcat end.of a tapered
load so that a ccqarison of these shapea inEiio&testh&t ~etw?gn 20
and 37,5 Percent of the total icad prcducsm the tip deflectionawd.
the remahder is considered as acting at the wing root. If the
wing under consideration does not approximate c~oseQ enough a
uniform cantilever, allowance for this discrepancy can %e mede in
chumir.g the percenta~es of load.

The forcing functions Awete-%t and Afete-%t in

equaticns (Al) and (AZ) represeri-tthe air lead on the wing-apart
from the dampin~dividei as in the previous discuesicm,where

-.
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and

,LMaw
~.—.

~-l)t
at W = 1 or Wiieq

~ arbitrary load factor increment
if it had no vertical motion

%=+ at– M = 1 or at the maximum

(A13)

the airplane would ~erlence
when traversing the gust

value of the function te-%t

The next Troblem is the determination Of a Value of h so
that the farclng function represents a gust of a &iven shape.
Gust-tunnel tests of relatively stable and rigi~models (reference 6)
have shown that the peak of the acceleration-ticreMentcurve occurs
at the end of El, as given in figure 2(a). The time necessary

to reach the max~nmm value of the time history curve of the rigid-
wing acceleration increment, which is obtained fronthe forcing
function curve ly use of equaticn (All), is assumed, therefore, to
reyresent the length of the g-yadient.ofthe gust imo~ed on the
airplane. Since the peaks of the forcing-function curve and the
acceleration-incrementcurve do not occur at the same time except
in the case of an airplane of infinite mass, the followlng pro-
cedure for the determination of a value for b has %een derived.

(1) Three or fo~:rvk::e~ of b are chosen so that they
repremnt-a range of peak values of the fgrc~g function corre-
sponding to from 2 chords of travel of+ir.eairplane to 40 or x chords
of travel,

(2) The time necessa~ to reach the raximmm value of &r iS
determined for each value of b chouel~.aadoonverted to chords of
travel of the airplane.

(3) A plot is mde of b against chords of t~vel to peak
of the ~ curve.

(4) The values of gust gradient distemce chosen for the calcu-
lations are then used with the curve plotted in step 3 to determine
the corresponding values of b.

If the forcing function Ate‘bt dojs iot aiequa.te~”represent
the case considered, the actual forcing f&ction for the sharp-edge
gust ray be determined from calculations similar to those calcu-
lations outlined in reference 7 or by recourse to gust-tunnel tests.

.
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Equations (Al) end (A2) would then be solved for a unit-function
tyye of forcing f%nction (reference 8) and the result built up into
the response of the flexible airplane to a sharp-edge gust by the
grayhicalmethod outlined in reference 9. This response of the
flexille airplane to a sharp-edge gust may thenhe considered as

-- —

the response to a unit-function-t~e gast and%e again built up to “
represent the response of the flexible airplane to any type of
symmetrical gust. .—

Damping factor k.- Consideration of the reaction of an air-——.-
plane to a given gust or the reaction of the equivalent biplane
to the forcing function indicates that two distinct motions have
to be damped - the vertical motion of the airplane as a whcle and
the vibrato~ motion of’the wing itself. Since the vertical motion
rises from the action of unsteady lift7 the damping of thts motion
is also subject to unsteady llft effects. The vibratory motion of
the wing falls in this cate ,~rybecause the lift of an oscillating
airfoil has been shown (rc.~erences14 and 15) to be affected by
unstea~dylift phenomena. Determination of the effects of this
unsteady lift is ihereforenecessary in order to yredict corhectly
the dynamic stress of an airylane wing upon entry into a gust.
The obvious solution wouid be to include the equations of unsteady-
lift damping directly in the dynmmic-stress equations, but this
yroceciurewculd destroy the linearity of the equations and make
them very difficult to solve. The steady-lift damping would

be ~mSV times the velocity of oscillation with ~tiv a conetant
2

for a given case. Inasmuch as having the dem~tng coefficient in
this foi~~would fulfill the conditions for nomml solution of the
original equations, an analysis and some tests were made to
deterrclnewhether the effect of uneteady lift on the @ing force
cculd he considered to reduce the stee.~~-?~f%~Jing force by a
constant factor - a damping-efficiency factor - without serious~
impaixing tileresults.

The analytical determination of this factor was derived frcm
the following expression for the change in CL brought about by a
sudden clmnge in angle of attack:

(A14)

—

—

,
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where

ACL

m

CL
a

al!

a’

da
z

NACA TN NO. 1320

change in coefficient of ,llft

slope of lift curve, radians

ratio of a%solute v’alueof the unst~ady-lift function for a
sudden change in angle of attack to its a%solute value
att=~ for a ving.of asyect ratio of 6

distance of travel from initiation of angle-of-attack change
to point at which lift is desired, half chords

distance of travel from initiation of angle=of-attack change, ‘
hdf chords

rate of”change

Substitution of Jcnnes’
for aspect ratio 6 for
equation (29)) changed

.

of angle’of attack ~th half_chord

approximation of the ungteady-llft
a sudti~nchange in angle of attack
to ratio form .—

of t~_vel

function
(reference.16, -

781(s1’-s?)
CLa(S1? - s’) = ‘.000 .0,361e-O*J

is made in equation (,A14). Then, assuming a simple harmonic vertical
motion of the wing, the following substitution ie made:

da . Xk
z -v- sin ksf

where

u vertical velocity of wing

T horizontal velocity of wing

x measure of the maximum vertdca.1velocfty of-wing

—

,

t
.
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and

so’

the
the

distance of travel of wing f’or one period of oscillation,
half chords

The indicated integration In equation (A14) is pe~formed_and
remllt is divided %y the assvned steady-lift demping such that
damping-efficiency factor is given by

-Cl CCIS kslr - C2 sinksl’ + 1.000 + C3e-0”381s~t

1
(A15)

- COS ksl’

where

.0. 36&’cl = 1.000 - --—
.“0.145+ k2

o.ly3’k_~2 = ---

0.145 +“&

~=. o, 361#
3

0.145 +k2

—.

Evaluation of expression (A15) for a series of ratios of wing
frequency to half chords of travel shows that the damping-efficiency
factor varies considerably throughout a cycle of oscillation of the
wing, but the gzzeateatvariation occwrs 56 the vilration velocity ‘
ap~roaches zero or at the Feint of tinimuiudamping force. Ae a
reeult,aa average value of 75 -percentfor the magnitude of the” -
damping-eff?.ciencyfactor was -takenfrom the parts of the cycle
where the damping force wan near the maximum value so that the
total damping coefficient L is givenby the equation:

--

L =o.75:msY
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In order to obtain an experimental verification~f the method
and result of the theoretical determination of dampin~-efficiency
factor, tests were conducte~ on a 10-inch half-span half-model ab-

three different wind speeds in the ~-scale model of the full-scale
13

tunnel. Oscillatory motion about a flexure plate hinge at the wing
root wes begun by the decrease in lift caueed by the sudden deflec-
tion to zero of a pla~n flfipthat formed the entire trailing edge
of the wing, The flap motion and tha wing-tip motion were recorded
as time histories and the demping coefficients wera then determined
from the logarithmic decrements of the wing-tip oscillations
(refarence 13, p. 35). The results of these tests indicatad that
the value of 75 percent determined by the theoretical ana3yeis was
a valid quantity for the damping-efficiency faCtOr. _

The damping coefficic..tsfor the up~er wing and lower wing-
fuselage must now be detemnined. The propei-values for the
individual coefficients are dependent upon the spanwlse distrib-
ution of the vertical velocities of the origirml wine which
changes as the airplane penetrates the gust. In the case of
uniform spanwise distribution of vertical velocity (case 1), the “
airplane damping coefficient A is divided in th~ same way as
the Impressed air.load coefficient so that

—

.-

.

For the ceee where tha spanwisa dlstr5buticm of verticel velocity
equals tho d.m?leckloncurve 03?‘fiheasmxwi uniform caritilevorwing
of the orfgiml ~.li~k.e (case 2), the total damping..loadon the
original wing is concentrated near the.wing tip aad,is w~proxi-
mately equal to L times one-third the tip velocity? When this
situaticn is applied to the equivalent.biF.lane,tha total damping
on the equivalent biplane is applied to the upper w~gg so that Awa

is than equal to $.

Case ‘2represents the situation as the airplane first pene-
trates the gust and case 1 :opre.sentsthe situation later in the .
yenetmtion when the vi%rfi~ionhas damped out. In order to avoid
destroying the linearity of equations (Al) and (A2), coefficients
chosen on the basis of’conditions existing at maximum load.are used
to calculate the entire tj.mehisto~. If case 1 exists, the time
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histmies of reactions cslculatea are not serjously affected;
however, when case 2 exists, the time histories subsequent to peak
load would be quite seriously in error. In order to account tor
this inaccuracy and to effect a transition between the two cases,

‘fe is taken equal to $ incase2. This assumption will not

affe~t the results for the penetration into the gust’represented
—

by case 2, %ecauae the vertical velocity of the fus~lage of the
orf.gf~l afz~~e and the wfn~.fusekge of the equivalent biplane
would.be zero.

In order to provide a way to determine which division of
damping coefficient is a~pl~cable in a given calculation,”an
arbitrary criterion was found that depended on the relation
between the airplsne vertical velocity, which vas determinedly
integrating the tine htskom of the ~fgid-w~~g accelera~fon incre-
ment Anr to its maximum value, and the vibration velocity of the

wing, as dete?n&ed by dividing the static deflection ~at by the

time required to reach maximum &ar “from the beginning of the gust.
When the ratio of airplane vertical.velocity to the vibration
velocity is less than 5, the division into one-third and two-thirds
applies, and when the ratio is greater than 5, the damping coeffi-
cient is divided into one-fourth end three-fourths. Note that the
divisions of damping coefficient given apply in particuhr to con-
ventional cantilever-wing airplanes. Other types.of airplanes
would require special analysie.

,.
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TABLE I

CKARAUEWISTICS OF THE TEST MODEL AND
EQIJIV.AIENT CONSTANTS FOR CALOUliATION

Values oonstaat for tests

Wai@, lb
Wing area, aq ft
Man geomdwlo ohord, ft
span, ft
Slope of’Iift curve, per radian
Forward velooity, f’ps
mu!t Velootty, fps

1.82
81.1

0939?

t~.:~3

6:0

—

Htahing momant Of mmtla, slug-ft2 o. oo7&
Radlua of gyration of wing, ft 0.663
Wai@ Or ti~, lb 0.293
Maaa ratio, ~JM 0.0333

Air load mti o, A@ 0.37

Dmping fRotor, h, 1~-aealrt 0.2954

Values ohanged in teats

f = 13.5 0P8: K = 13.606 lb~ft f = 26.1 ops; K = 51.021+lb/ft
variables

Gust 1 Gnat 2 oust 3 Oust 1 Wt 2 Quat 3

WMlent Oiatauoes of
4.6 7.8 21.2 4.6 8.8 22.4

D~%~ %g k # 0,50 0,50 0.37 0-50 0.50 0.37

Foroimg-funotlon faotor,
A, lb/aeo 27’j.948 151.921 37.2@0 275.g@ 132.495 38.7523

‘rlEEwmstant, b,
per seo 27.70 15.25 3*74 27.70 13.30 3*89

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FC4 AERONAUTICS
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TABLE II

Ciimicmusmcs m AIRPLAR2S C20SEN
FOR CALCUI&T’IOUS

Forwala
velOc- Renarkn

(w

Ving
loadlng
lb/sq ft]

Hem geo-
metriu
ohwd
(ft)

natural
wing fre-

?%’

+

Slope of Rmber
lift eurre of
(per englnee
Imilnn)

4.73 4

4.73 4

Vlng
area

❑q ft)
Mrplane bnai-

tlon
Height
(lb)

1
256 HYpOmy

256 ecald frm
flexible

Wing model

100,Im

100,Ooc

17CC

1700

14.93

14.93

lg.53

1.&53

2.20

4.?5

J.gg

3.119

Hodel A 1

2

44, !360 2453

2440

1710

1710

1710

1710

lU.1

lt!.1

5Ei.5

5.5

5~.5

%*5

UjJJ.o

lyl.o

140.0

140.0

140.0

140.0

140.C

14C. C

Model B

Model C

1

‘W+,fm2

1 100,Occ

T
5.04 4

5.04 4

5.04 4

5.di 4

4.93 2

260 I1.2.21

12.21

12.21

12.21

13.04

13.O!

2.45

2.45

2.45

2.45

2.50

1.J!3

~~sba
2CX3

for
300 0.91cmlation

2 100,000

Km, 01Y3

WI100,CCO

62,yM

I

190 Normal groe
weight

160 Owerload

Model D M26

M26

y!. 2

56.o 4.93
I

22 102 ,Ccm
grose weight

.
NATIONAL ADVISORY

Wnnll-m Foa AEBonALITKs

I

I

.b
,,1 ,:,

.

1 i:



TABLE III

CHARACTERISTICS AND OAL.COLATIOM DATA FOR BIPLANE EQIJIVALEtlTS
OF AIRPLANES IllT4BLE II

T
3iplnno
equl- Oolldi..
valent UOII

of

Wdl en
dietmm

Hl

(Choraa

~we
Weight
(lb)

(slugs) ---L
D~lng

f aotor,

(lb.se%/rt)
?

I 1 I

2,W+5,CW 0.37
l,yli3,0m
Y9,w

2,614.0 0. ym 19,63o 4. 0
2.?3

. b06

Ilodel A 1 100,000 103.33

2

Model B 1

2

Model C 1

2

3

k

N
22.4

---F
100, OOO 103.33

Wl,Eti 65.43

.0333 2,61!.0 .ym 2,44W3
l,169,0m

.37

342,WI

==--t=-

1

2.13 .0470

-1-
56,436 LOO

2.CUJ

:.3J
.

56,4J6 4.00
2.00

M

44, MO 65.43 ,0470

.0343

l,ojo.o 1.000

I

-t--

100,000 106.3LI

I 1

=+=

Loo,ooo 106. yl

LOO,000 106.36

lca ,000 106. y! =+=

9g9 ,4bl .25

1,440,699 .25

1,!M0,114 .25

10.0

10.0

10.0

.0343

~

.0343 =!=
2,256.3 .333

3,344.5 ● 333

4,512.7 .333

2,239.0 .333

1
iodel D 1

2
-+

62,500 50.23

102,000 154.46

.025#

.04137 -!-
1,4 ,S3 .25

4%,132

155,9b2

2,16g,225 .25
720,@3
273,.939

12,406 I “i1.2

*

.459

;.9:

:?’94--t-

l,a5.4
● 333

~....

.“
NATtONAL ADVISORY

CONWTEE RN HAUTtCS
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TABLE IV

MOST SERIOUS VALUES OF OVERSTRESS FROM AJWING

THE REACTIONS OF TWO GUSTS

[Based cm reference II]

r

H1
‘2 ‘3 6~mu

[Ohords) (Ohorda ) (Ohords) 6~t

,
Model C, oondition 1

3● 75 3.75 16.2
z

1.40
●75 9.99 13.7

3*75
1.26

19.93 3=75 1.26

9.99 3975 39● ~: 1935
9.99 9.99 al.25
9.99 19.913 z{:47 loog

ly.yg 3*75 ~;.;3
ly.yg

1.44
9.99

19.9?! 2
1.;4

ly.yg 59:9 1.20

Model D, condition 1

$.$: 4..?6 14,50 1..?0
10.25

4:26
11.96 1.09

19.53 5,13 1.09

10.25 4.26 35.04 1.31
10.25 10.25 32.4g al.21
10.25 19.53 25.64 1.20

19.53 4.26 69.22 1.42
19.53 10.25 66.66 1.34
19.53 19.53 59.g2 1*39

Model D, oonditlon 2

ml=n

EEIIzE
aUeed In extended analysis

15.47 1.47
13.31 ;“$;
11.gy .

35*9g 1.4
$#33 al.2t

“> 1.11

7~.~ 1.56

i5
1.36

9:~1 1.23

of repeated gwts.
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Figs. 5,6 NACA TN No. 1320
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Figure 7.- Instrument record showing A, wing-tip-deflectiontime
histories, B, accelerometer time history,and C, distance
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Fig. 8b NACA TN No. 1320
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Fig. 9C NACA TN No. 1320
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NACA TN No. 1320 Fig. 12
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Fig. 16b , NACA TN ?SJO. 1320
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Fig. 17 NACA TN No. 1320
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Fig. 19 NACA TN No. 1320
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Fig. 21 NACA TN No. 1324)
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Fig. 23 NACA TN No. 1320
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